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We thought it would be fitting to hold a female and genetic sale at the end of the year
to celebrate our 50 years in the Simmental breed.
We are extremely proud of what we have achieved in the past

We will expand further on what will be offered as we get closer

50 years and we look forward to sharing some of this with you!

to the sale but with feature lots like “The pick of the entire herd to

50 outstanding lots with genetics never before offered for sale
will headline this prestigious event and every section of our
programme will be represented.

flush” and “The pick of the entire 2022 heifer drop to purchase”
we can guarantee this will be a celebration like no other.
Stay tuned for more information as we get closer!

Welcome to our Winter newsletter. A huge thank you to everyone that supported our 2022 Elite
Production sale which saw 112/112 bulls sell to $55,000 and averaged $14,812 and 27/27 females
sold to $18,000 and averaged $10,056.
It gives us great confidence to have so many repeat clients but

traditional and SimAngus bulls on offer. And to finish the year

also so many new ones and we look forward to hearing how

we thought it would be fitting to celebrate 50 years involvement

these bulls and females perform in their new herds.

in the Simmental breed by holding a special on-line female

Our focus now turns to the next of our sales, with bulls being sold
in the QSBS sale in Rockhampton, our 2nd Annual Tamworth
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sale featuring 50 lots where we will offer some of our very best
including some new and exclusive genetics.

sale and our 50th Anniversary on-line female and genetic sale in

Please feel free to contact us for further information on any of

late November. The QSBS sale will be the first of these sales on

these sales with regular updates on our website.

the 25th of July which will feature 10 outstanding red and black
Simmental bulls. This sale will be held at the CQLX Gracemere,
Queensland. We have held our very best red Simmental bulls
for this sale and they are truly outstanding.

Regards,

Tom & Lizzy Baker

The next sale will be our 2nd Annual Tamworth sale which
will be held on the 10th of August at the TRLX, Tamworth. An
incredible group of 65 bulls feature in this sale with black, red,
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New Genetics for 2022
We are excited to continue our ongoing relationship with Marty Ropp from Allied
Genetics in the USA. Marty has been assisting us to access new genetics from the very

best herds throughout the USA and with the introduction of KBHR Honor last year

Y534 is also a rare find in pedigree. She is one of the only good
Simmental cows in the breed to have zero NICHOLS LEGACY
G151 in her pedigree. Her most famous son, GIBBS 7382E
BROAD RANGE (Select Sires) put her on the map when he was
a record selling bull for the Gibbs family at $45,000. Now, not
only are the bulls they continue to market from her lineage an
asset, but it is also her daughters that are making an impact in
the Gibbs herd. In their production sale this year, a Y534 bred
heifer topped her division at $16,500.

(first calves due in August) we decided to continue to grow and develop this part of
our programme.

GIBBS 5319C LOUISE Y534

Our first acquisition was the $90,000 KBHR Global from the

5319C was the first daughter out of the Y534 cow that the Gibbs’s

recent Keller sale in partnership with Rydeen Simmentals and

had marked to flush. She was easy to find too. She is a more

Allied genetics. Rated as one of the true highlights of the 2022

moderate framed cow than her dam, but still has the same body

sale season, Global offers huge power and performance in a

type all while carrying a more feminine look and an udder that

super sound package.

is the best we have ever seen. In the Gibbs’s production sale this

Backed by an elite donor dam, he is truly a special young sire

year, they sold a total of 5 bulls and 1 open heifer that generated

with outstanding data to back up his wonderful phenotype.

more than $85,000. Her son GIBBS BULLDOG 0345H was the

Global will make a great addition to our programme and he will
be sure to have an impact in years to come.

GIBBS 7077E LOUISE Y534

To fast track this section of our programme we have also been
able to purchase embryos from an elite set of donors which
will allow us to add a completely new genetic line to our black
Simmental herd.
The first lot of donors feature 3 incredible females from Gibbs
farms, please read the comments from Bradley Gibbs from Gibbs
Farms, aswell as 3 donors from All Beef and Allied Genetics.
These donors as well as Hooks Fantasia 94F, Hooks Evita 18E
(dam of Hooks Galileo 210G) and Hooks Zafirah 41Z (dam of
Hooks Beacon 56B) will surely add a new dimension to our black
Simmental herd.
They are some of the very best available and have been all selected
for their incredible production record, phenotype, longevity, and
overall soundness. Stay tuned for updates on these embryos as
they hit the ground.

KBHR GLOBAL (PP)

SSF BLK LOUISE Y534
The Y534 cow has been a staple in the Gibbs Farms herd for
many years, and without a doubt, one of the best cows in the
Simmental breed. She was originally purchased from Tim Minor
of Sunshine Farms in their herd dispersal, and she easily paid
for the other 100 cows the Gibbs’s bought. She is a larger framed
cow with loads of middle and depth of body. She offers breed
leading growth, calving ease, and milk. She also exhibits huge
rib shape and flawless structure and udder quality. Her heat
tolerance and her ability to shed her hair is second to none and

7077E is the newest Y534 daughter that the Gibbs family has

high selling bull, and her daughter was the high selling open
heifer. 5319C was the natural calf out of Y534, and they liked her
so much that two years later they flushed her to the same bull to
simply get more like her!

decided to flush. She is arguably the most balanced and the
highest maternal out of all the Y534 progeny. Her first natural
calf was the second high selling bull in the Gibbs’s production
sale and quickly landed her a place in the donor pen. 7077E
was the youngest cow the Gibbs’s have ever flushed. Normally,
they like to see a cow raise 3-4 calves to insure she has earned
the spot, but 7077E was simply that good. While there has not
been many progeny marketed out of 7077E yet, there are several
different mating’s out of her that are about to calve in September
and will certainly headline the 2023 Gibbs production sale. Look
for 7077E to be the next Y534 daughter to produce the crowd
favorite.

is of high importance to endure the harsh summers in Alabama.
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New Sires for 2022

We are excited to introduce these new sires
to our programme for 2022.

MILLAH MURRAH REMBRANDT

LBRS GENESIS (PP)

Millah Murrah Rembrandt was purchased in conjunction with

A powerful Proclamation son that offers more growth and power

ABS and JT Angus for $240,000 in 2021 to add further power to

than most black Simmentals available. The first calves have hit

our SimAngus programme. A powerful Paratrooper son with

the ground and are quite outstanding and we will be using him

incredible substance and style he is sure to work well with some

heavily in this mating season!

of our very best black Simmental cows. First calves due in August.

BANDEEKA RAFFLES (P)

KERRAH J354 (P)

Bandeeka Raffles (P) was purchased for $32,000 in March and

Kerrah J354 (P) was purchased in conjunction with Gold Creek

appealed to us for his tremendous length, muscling and softness.

Simmentals in May this year. Identified as the standout bull in

Well made and with the look of a herd sire, he was purchased

the 2022 Kerrah sale, there was no surprise when he was the top

specifically to use on our New Zealand blood females.

priced bull at $27,000. A powerful polled young sire with a great
set of figures, he will be sure to make his mark in years to come.

TENNYSONVALE RIELLY (PP)

GOLD CREEK JETSTREAM (P)

Tennysonvale Rielly (PP) was the top priced bull from the recent

Gold Creek Jetstream (P) was the top priced bull in the 2021 Gold

Tennysonvale sale selling for $22,000. A standout young sire

Creek sale. A dark red bull with great length and thickness that is

with depth, style and muscle definition he appealed to us for his

out of a super female who is 10 years old and still in production.

wonderful markings and outcross pedigree plus the added bonus

An outcross bull with a huge future.

of being homozygous polled.
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2022 BULL SALE PREVIEW

Queensland Simmental
Bull Sale
We thought it was important to maintain a sale spot in Northern Australia and when
invited to sell 10 bulls at the QSBS at the CQLX, Gracemere, we took up the opportunity.

We have kept some of our very best red Simmentals for this sale including the first of
the KWA Lawmaker bulls to sell in Australia.

These 5 red bulls are truly outstanding and feature high end herd sires specifically selected to suit the North. As well as these red bulls
we will also offer 5 black Simmental bulls. Like the reds we have selected, these blacks suit the North and they have developed into
a powerful group of bulls with great performance, muscling and a fine slick skin.
All of these bulls have been in Queensland since March and have been vaccinated for 3 day and 3 germ blooded so they are ready to
work for you. If you are looking for a high-end Simmental bull with softness, muscling and performance in a super sound package
be sure to contact us. Videos and photos will be taken of each lot and will be posted on Stocklive. More information can be found on
the Queensland Simmental bull sale website or feel free to contact us!

2022 BULL SALE PREVIEW

2nd Annual Tamworth Sale
We are proud to once again offer an incredible group of bulls for our 2nd Annual Tamworth
Sale which we have increased to 65 high quality bulls.
We have also added some traditional and solid red bulls to the

The traditional group of bulls have been set aside for this sale

offering to cater for everyone’s needs, which will complement

with the idea of offering a genuine 2 year old bull designed

the black Simmental and SimAngus bulls we have previously

for the north. These bulls are sired by our exclusive herd sires

offered. Our aim is simply to offer the very best we have from

including Woonallee Las Vegas, Woonallee Notice and Kerrah

each section of our programme and the draft of bulls for this sale

E307. Powerful, thick and easy doing they are sure to impress

is outstanding.

the most discerning buyer. The Red bulls are not big in numbers

This year we decided to have the bulls prepared closer to
Tamworth to allow people to view the bulls more easily prior to

but exceptionally good and again by some of our leading sires.
They offer all the Simmental traits in a solid red package.

the sale and also acclimatise the bulls to the northern conditions.

We have left no stone unturned with preparing these bulls for

These bulls have been trucked to Allora, Queensland where

you. All of them have been semen tested, genomically tested

they are being prepared by Steve Hayward and Kellie Smith.

for colour, polledness, sire verification and pestivrus tested

This will certainly give our NSW and QLD clients a better

negative aswell as being vaccinated for 3 day and 3 germ

opportunity to inspect them and will also make the lead into

blooded. All bulls will be videoed and photographed, and these

the sale a lot smoother for us. Please feel free to contact us if you

will be posted on Auctions Plus and Elite Livestock.

would like to see these bulls at any stage.
The Black Simmental and SimAngus bulls are made up of 2
groups which are the 15-16 month old group and also the 2022 month old group. Both age groups feature both new and
exclusive sire lines and also the tried and tested sire lines that
have stood the test of time and consistently feature in our bull
sale lineups. The proven bulls such as Woonallee Nobel Prize,
Messiah and Norwood from our herd feature prominently
with many of the lead lots containing these sires. The new kids
on the block are Bonnydale Nukara, Wombramurra P299 and
Woonallee P393 who’s progeny are sure to impress with what
they have to offer. A great way to sum up this draft of black
Simmental and SimAngus bulls is consistent and that’s how we

WOONALLEE P393 (PP)

like to breed them!
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